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Introduction
Regional Arts and Culture Council (RACC) contracted me to facilitate a
series of focus groups with artists self-identifying as Black, Indigenous
and People of Color (BIPOC). The goals of these focus groups were to
gain an understanding of RACC’s role within the BIPOC artist community
and to understand the needs of BIPOC artists in the region, which covers
Multnomah, Washington, and Clackamas Counties. These focus groups
were designed to understand the existing relationship between RACC and
the BIPOC artist community.
The focus groups were conducted between September 21 and October 2,
2020 via Zoom. Five sessions were held with the following groups: one for
Black-identified artists, one for Arts Administrators, and three more for
BIPOC groups. There were 30 total participants. Of this number, three
people participated twice because they identified as both BIPOC artists
and BIPOC Arts Administrators. Each group had between three and ten
attendees. Groups were conducted on varying days and times: 10:00 am
and 6:00 pm to ensure accessibility. RACC provided ASL services for one
of the focus groups. Sessions lasted between one and half hours to two
and a half hours.
In preparation for the focus groups and to get a clear understanding of
RACC’s request, I met with Heather Nelson, Communications Manager
multiple times and had a Zoom meeting with members of RACC’s staff.
Additionally, I read through the “What’s Next?” survey that RACC sent to
artists before creating the questions I prepared for focus group
participants. The questions were a combination of data points with
multiple choice options and questions requiring open-ended, detailed
responses.
I believe that I was hired because I identify as a Woman of Color who
facilitates racial equity conversations and training with folx who identify
as BIPOC. RACC recognized that it was possible that the group process
would need a more facilitated approach as opposed to simply asking folx
questions. The formulation of the questions was left to my expertise in
order to provide a space and flow that would support BIPOC artists to
speak truthfully about their experiences and needs.
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Introduction
The questions were layered into three sections:
Getting to Know the Participants
Values, Vision and Alignment
Relationship with RACC
The report data is organized by those three layers. Each section will
include an introduction of that layer, the data points collected and a
portion called “In Their Own Words,” meaning, I will share direct
responses from participants while protecting their anonymity.
Please note that I was able to ask all the data point questions with four of
the five groups. With the self-identified Black focus group, the
conversation was rich and informative. The discussion had a community
feel that was noticeably different than the other sessions and organically
evolved. While providing the necessary information for this report, it
resulted in not collecting one of the data points, as was done in other
groups. It has been noted where this occurred, and the data has been
calculated out of the number of folx to whom the question was asked.
Further, not everyone attending each group chose to answer every
question.
Finally, I will offer a list of recommendations based on the artists’
responses to my questions. Please note that RACC did not contract with
me to carry out an assessment of RACC’s internal practices and policies.
These recommendations are solely informed by the responses of the focus
group participants, and the challenges and access issues they identified.
Additionally my insights as a racial equity consultant naturally contributes
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CONDUCTING FOCUS GROUPS
Demographics:
Five focus groups total:
Three (3) BIPOC
One (1) Black-identified
One (1) BIPOC Arts Administrators
Total number of participants:
30 (3 of those participated twice)
Racial makeup of participants:
Black: 16 (53 %)
Mixed Race Hispanic: 1 (3%)
Mixed Race Indigenous Hispanic: 1 (3%)
Asian: 12 (40%) (Japanese, Taiwanese, Korean, Pacific Islander,
South Asian)

Focus Group Questions:
All questions asked during each of the five focus groups were divided
into three layers of information.
Layer 1: Getting to Know Participants
Layer 2: Values, Vision and Alignment
Layer 3: Relationship between RACC and BIPOC artist
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DATA COLLECTION
Layer 1: Getting to Know Participants
These first two questions are broad to gain an understanding of how
BIPOC artists experience living and being an artist in this region. Do
they have a sense of belonging? Can they make a professional living
here as an artist? Whether they feel a culture of support and are able
to identify the sources of that support is different than whether the
artist is able to grow, thrive and prosper as a working artist. It’s
important to note that even though the majority do not experience a
sense of structural support in this region, BIPOC artists are resilient,
and are still able to produce their art, finding ways to thrive amongst
each other. Most of the folx who participated in the focus groups have
lived in the Portland area for 10 to 30 years, with a few folx between
three and 10 years. These artists have been part of the local artistic
and cultural fabric for many years.
Almost 50% of the artists did not feel supported in this region for
various reasons. However, participants overwhelmingly found support
with each other and have actively worked to build connections and
relationships to further their form of art and allow them to thrive. They
have felt isolated and tokenized, experienced a lack of systemic
support, and not enough funding support.
Most of the artists believe that their work contributes to this unique
moment: the ongoing fight for Black Lives to matter, climate justice, as
well as the belief that their art carries a message.
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DATA COLLECTION
Do you feel a culture of support for you as a BIPOC artist
in this region?:
Yes: 5 (17%)
No: 14 (47%)
Somewhat: 10 (33%)
Did not answer: 1 (3%)

Have you been able to grow and thrive as an artist in this
region?
Yes:19 (63%)
No: 5 (17%)
Did not answer: 6 (20%)

Do you see your art as contributing to shaping this
moment: (on going fight for Black Lives, Climate Crisis...)
Yes: 21 (70%)
Maybe: 2 (7%)
Did Not answer: 7 (23%)
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In THeir own words
“Thriving does to me really sort of imply that there was a support system. I practice a
cultural art form, in which the cultural art form is exoticized. People here in Portland
have continuously rejected me. Portland has a very archaic way of viewing art.”
*
“(I’ve) experienced growth as an artist because of connections to BIPOC artists. The
BIPOC community is really supportive of each other; could be because Portland is so
white. Living here has galvanised a commitment to social justice and equity because of
dismissal of BIPOC artists. “
*
“Portland can be a lonely place as a POC. I’ve found myself as one or two (of the only)
POC in organizations.”
*
“My personal barrier: RACC doesn't empower people with disabilities. Do not feel as
welcome to achieve. People in Portland are excited about people who are able-bodied.
Lacking access because you don’t fit.”
*
“As I climb higher the systems are not well-equipped to reach towards equity. Decision
making is awkward.”
*
“For me the thing that made stuff work for me is when white people needed a black
person or a few Black people.”
*
“I remember I applied to this (non-RACC) grant for BIPOC who deem themselves as
radical. Feedback I received was ‘your work gave the panel fatigue.’ They are
apprehensive to look at anti-Black imagery. They said things like, ‘Oh your work isn’t
happy.’”
*
“One of the starting points (for me) was looking for a workshop, and most (of these
spaces) were predominantly white spaces. (It) was (also) a case of who you knew (to
gain access) and (a lack of) affordable work spaces. (There are) not as many formal
systems set up to support artists and/or government-sponsored support. Information
isn’t as clearly and readily available…(This) is my experience.”
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In THeir own words
“(I’ve) grown through independent work and intentional outreach.”
*
“The vast majority of funding is geared to cultural organizations. Not enough funding
for individual artists. Grants are built on timelines that don’t reflect what is happening
in the moment...”
*
“This year with COVID - it has been startling how easy it is to get funding for
organizations vs. individual artists.”
*
“(I’m able to) get online socially through creative expression, illustration, voiceover
work, character designs… stuff where you don’t see my face but see my work. When
people see your talent no matter the color of skin or how dark you are, people want to
work with you and I use that to my advantage.”
*
“Quite often for me being a Portland Native (I have) those connections I’ve grown up
(with), and I feel a lot of support from my community.”
*
“I am always energized by other artists, educators and activists here in town. That's
why I make the types of work I make, because it allows me to touch as many of you as
possible. So the building support and building of community, (in order for it to happen)
at the end of the day, things need to be funded. So that’s a challenge for all theatre
makers. Not sure how much differently I’d experience it, if I wasn’t a Black theatre
maker.”
*
“Can’t stand gentrification... but Portland got love for me. Absolutely been able to
grow and thrive because of my network.”
*
“My career started here in Portland. Everybody was Black back then. Most of the artist
community I interacted with was Black. White people were there, but were not so
comfortable as they are now. They knew they were guests. Now they feel they own it.”
*
“We do not have a culture of supporting and celebrating BIPOC artists or arts
organizations or cultural arts. A lot of times it is more of a token thought - ‘oh, we must
do this, otherwise we’re not being inclusive.’ Instead of saying we want to ensure
cultural arts becomes part of a permanent program. Cultural arts need to become part
of our culture. I’ve been told, ‘but where is your 501c3 status?’”
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DATA COLLECTION
Layer 2: Values, Vision and Alignment
This second layer of questions was designed to understand the values,
vision and alignment between artists and RACC.
Do you as part of the BIPOC artist community see RACC as a
valuable resource?
Yes: (24) 80%
Maybe: (4) 13%
Did not answer: 2 (7%)
What role does RACC play in the BIPOC artist community?
Significant: 4 (13%)
Noticeable:13 (43%)
Not Noticeable:11 (37%)
Did not answer: 2 (7%)
Along with the above data point questions, artists were asked to
describe and elaborate on the role that RACC plays in the BIPOC artist
community. Most artists see RACC as a valuable resource in the BIPOC
community from a “potential” position. Meaning, that the artists saw
RACC as being able to house and manage the needs of BIPOC artists as
an organization, but it is not fulfilling that role at the moment. Some
artists initially struggled before finding their way to RACC, and once
they did, they found resources that were very helpful to them.
Yet, participants shared overall that RACC is not accessible to BIPOC
artists for many reasons such as:
Communication
Lack of culturally specific community engagement and outreach
Grant requirements, which are too complicated and difficult
Expectations around producing art (i.e., artists must be actively
producing and at a certain caliber to get noticed from RACC)
Access, which is based on who you know
Unapproachability (RACC is an intimidating organization)
However to be noted, there were some artists who have experienced
RACC as having a significant role in the BIPOC artist community and
have not found barriers accessing RACC. It is also to be noted that the
folx who experienced easier access were lighter skin BIPOC, and
mostly identifying as Asian.
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In THeir own words
“RACC is huge. And it’s important and it is in a powerful position to help create the
change we need in our community. With great power comes great responsibility.”
*
“I don’t know much about the role RACC plays. Only other interaction (with them was),
earlier this year prior to COVID, maybe around grant writing (workshop) I was going to
sign up for. It was quite expensive, over $100. Then when COVID hit, RACC was giving
out a $500 grant. I had trouble signing in and getting an application and getting
registration up and running. The application form was SO long, and (they needed to)
know every detail about your life, exhibitions and awards. I had to go to someplace
else (for support). COVID relief for small businesses was easier and the application was
simpler.”
*
“RACC is creating space where people are coming together - meeting people that I
have not met. ART SPARK - wish that would come back. I have met more BIPOC artists
at RACC events than any other event; they get a broad range of artists to participate.”
*
“I feel like I remember when RACC was formed. With the separation of RACC from the
city we lost an art commissioner. The city got to not worry about arts and culture and
not have major art infrastructure. RACC is instrumental in the landscape of everyone
being siloed. I don't see RACC intentionally supporting BIPOC in a meaningful way”
*
“Performative is a good word. Arts Spark was organized by a staff member that really
thought about featuring BIPOC, but artists were donating time/experiences for the
event. We did things to become gateways for visibility and for the support. It puts into
question how BIPOC artists get some visibility. (work is expected from BIPOC) From
the goodness of our hearts, Why are you asking just BIPOC artists to be doing that?
*
“(Getting RACC funding) validates BIPOC artists whenever they have received a grant elevates their platform, and adds value to their work.”
*
“My first three years in PDX, I did not know RACC. This organization continuously
supports projects of BIPOC. RACC allows us to continue to push on as BIPOC, feel
enriched, and I give them high props.”
*
“Project funding is the strongest role in the BIPOC community. RACC elevates projects
and makes them possible, so others are able to see work by BIPOC.”
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In THeir own words
“A lot of potential, RACC is my hope right now...”
*
“Don’t see support outside of funding. To be fair funding is huge. RACC saved me
during the pandemic - extremely valuable.”
*
“It’s been very noticeable. As I see work being created in the community there are
some projects where easy to see connection with RACC and people saying this is
where funding came from (RACC).”
*
“ I don’t have a whole bunch to say on it (the role RACC plays). It’s crumbs generally
speaking for the Black community and depends on the project. The whole city of
Portland infrastructure, it’s just crumbs or we wouldn't be going through gentrification.
Given the artist community, we need money and budgets, and I kinda think it’s
overlooked. Some of the project funding comes by (way of) pacification.”
*
“RACC has supported me tremendously if I look to myself, but other Black artists
don't’ even know of RACC”
*
“RACC is like a white whale to the Black community- intimidating and elusive. For one,
the process of working your way trying to write a grant, getting through it, and then (if
successful)... ‘oh cool we’ll give you half the money.’ And when you're’ done and really
prove you finished, then we’ll give you the rest of the money. Elusive and
intimidating.”
*
“The process and institution is so pretentious in a way. The whole grant process
should just be looked over.”
*
“This is where tokenization comes in. If (the project) is not Black facing (“Black
enough”), then it doesn't (hold) merit. The selection criteria (is unconscious) and not
doing enough to center Blackness (from a Black perspective)… making the application
(problematic) and (creating) barriers”
*
“RACC is cool with me.”
*
“Serves a significant number of BIPOC administrators and leaders. Funding has to do
with the core group of people who have become my peers. Most of the projects I've
participated in and see lots of BIPOC colleagues participate in has RACC as a funder or
producing projects, and without (RACC) funding a lot of this work would not exist.”
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In THeir own words
“Most communication (from RACC) happens only through social media. So again it’s
only people active on social media (who learn about opportunities). They (RACC) are
missing a big part of cultural BIPOC artists practicing their cultural art. What about
cultural artists who have language barriers in quiet corners of the county and do not
have access to the internet? There are hidden artists, so where is the outreach to bring
them to the forefront? They (RACC) are not doing significant outreach that’s working.
They are not working with small cultural groups and organizations to encourage them
(those with language and accessibility barriers, cars, and transportation.) How can they
find RACC and how can RACC represent (these groups)? RACC is not reaching out to
cultural artists and not noticeable in those spaces.”
*
“Unless you know RACC exists or know someone that says ‘go check out their
website’, RACC is not accessible, but once you get there it’s accessible. There are lots
of barriers before you get there.”
*
“I didn't find out (about RACC) until a couple years after I got here. RACC helped me I’ve gotten grants, art showcases, etc. I’ve seen them help other people, but only know
a couple of BIPOC who have gotten anything from them (from RACC). I had to seek
out deals to find art people. Not everyone has technology and travel. But I’m not sure
it’s necessarily RACC’s job to do that.”
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DATA COLLECTION
Layer 3: Relationship with RACC
The third layer details the relationship that exists between the BIPOC
artist community and RACC. First, it is intended to understand how
RACC’s current offerings meet the needs of BIPOC artists, and to
discover the current needs of BIPOC on a personal and professional
level. Secondly, it is seeking to understand if BIPOC artists have
attempted to access resources from RACC and the outcome of those
attempts. Thirdly, it highlights the willingness of BIPOC artists to
support RACC in creating more accessibility for BIPOC artists. Also, it
is important to note that BIPOC artists are continuously being asked to
offer their services for free. While they are overwhelmingly willing to
help transform RACC to an organization that is more accessible to a
greater number of BIPOC artists, they would also like to be
compensated for their time.
As a BIPOC artist, do you feel your needs are addressed by RACC by
what they offer?
(*Please note that this data is out of 20 participants, as noted above.)
Yes: 1 (5%)
Somewhat: 10 (50%)
Not at All: 8 (40%)
Did not answer: 1 (5%)
Have you tried to access resources or help from RACC?
Yes: 26 (87%)
No: 2 (7%)
Did not answer: 2 (7%)
Can you see yourself participating in this organization to create
more accessibility for BIPOC artists?
Yes: 28 (93%)
Did not answer: 2 (7%)
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In THeir own words

Accessibility of Resources

“I will say, I feel like the grant process is a pretty big one, as far as building your
argument as to why they should fund you. It’s a lot. One thing is, you need some
education to successfully write the grant, if you have any chance of getting it. RACC
does offer a bit of help but for some people that process can be very daunting,
especially if English is not your first language. Their (RACC’s) website and information
was fairly accessible. They do offer information sessions that makes it more accessible.
I had people in my world that could help me proofread and had a computer and
printer, and all those things. Some people don’t have access to or always have access
to (those things).“
*
“The first time I applied for a RACC grant, a friend told me about RACC and said to
get in touch with them. So I did, and talked to one of the grant advisors and said I’m
applying for the first time. Would I be able to come in and read past award grant
applications, so I set up an appointment and went in to read previous award-winning
grant apps and had as much time as I wanted. I then wrote my own, and had a grant
advisor go over my application with me. I received so much support for writing my very
first grant application. I think they have a percentage that they must award to first
time applicants. And I got awarded for the first time.”
*
“(I) found (the) application long and cumbersome for the amount of funds being
released and the best use of my time was elsewhere. I found more support from other
orgs that walked you through the application and if needed help, they had break out
groups, and would be there as we filled out applications. I just don’t know what RACC
offers. I looked at their website before and didn’t see or have inside information from
friends who had received support.. I’ve also been part of a group called Facebook
Portland People of Color Creatives for about 5-7 years since 2012 and don’t see
resources posted in there about RACC for POC or Black artists, in particular.
Advertising and marketing isn’t reaching me. I think as well, the application process the language issue, writing a big long bio is a privilege when there are no other
resources available and (it’s) rather ableist. And for many great artists, writing might
not be their greatest skill.”
*
“I don’t have trouble accessing what RACC does have to offer - I am able to get
online.”
*
“I have received what I can receive. You are not going to apply and always receive.”
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In THeir own words
Accessibility of Resources

“I have applied for or done informational interviews for professional development
grants for arts education. I have not had positive results. I have not been a part of
these opportunities that I have applied for. My inquiry has not been met with any type
of response and no feedback was given. I have not had access to people within RACC
- nor had the opportunity to let them know what I can offer.”
*
“I applied as an individual and did not get very far.”
*
“I have asked about racial backgrounds of panels. I felt continuous rejection. White
centered institutions and artists received that grant - I questioned why that was. I
asked how much is a racial lens brought forward when looking at awardees. This can
influence where grants are given. I am hoping to understand more about decision
makers. I have lived and survived learning how to play their game. On the other side
what have they done to accommodate and understand my perspective.”
*
“Recently RACC has changed how to do Call for Art, the job board. RACC is the
primary place for organizations to post opportunities. The resource just got worse
recently, they (opportunities) don’t stay up longer than 3 weeks. I have given more to
RACC then I have received. I have no project art making support.”
*
“I have been finding the BIPOC category to be troublesome. Black, Indigenous and
POC artists are under represented. Support individuals as they need help. What do
Black artists need? What does the Filipino community need? More intentionality with
what each community needs.”
*
“I imagine seeing these white institutions figuring out who struggles and how to make
it - realizing if they are relevant or not. All of the money needs to be redistributed in
different ways.”
*
“I have tried to work within the system. Let the old institutions fall away. Conversation
needs to move past ‘are we doing anything’ to ‘is what we are doing performative’?’”
Pulling apart the system and reallocating resources.”
*
“My response is less tangible. I would like to see a deep care and curiosity for BIPOC
communities. RACC needs to dig into aspirations of communities and from that, shape
funding, development and education.”
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In THeir own words
Accessibility of Resources

“I don’t have grant writing experience but they had sessions and one on one meetings
to go over applications - that was really helpful.”
*
“Emergency artist relief fund.”
*
“I accessed project grant applications and professional development grant
applications. I was sometimes not able to access these because the timelines did not
line up with my project needs. I also accessed RACC's public calls for art.”
*
“Have a hustle going, workload can be consuming, switching hats from artist to grant
writer can be hard. I didn’t apply for some relief because others needed it more. The
process of giving information can be extensive especially to artists with disabilities.”
*
“Grants are accessible if you are loud and connected. There are language barriers and
time barriers. How much outreach has been done to make sure those who haven’t
been engaged are engaged? Big grants that mattered were about organizations and
501(c)3 status.”
*
“Saw (RACC’s) resources and website but times that classes were offered did not work
with my schedule. It’s inaccessible to artists who had other jobs. RACC needs a sliding
scale for artists to pay for resources.”

How would you describe your need at the moment?
Immediate: (housing, food, living expenses, etc.)
Participants in these focus groups mostly said that their immediate needs were met. However as
the discussion went on, it was also clear that expenses related to rent, cost of utilities, childcare,
food insecurity, and mental health were also needed, but it’s possible that there was a reluctance
to speak it publicly. The Arts Administrators group raised an awareness that there are artists with
immediate needs.
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In THeir own words
Immediate Needs

“Income”
*
“Rent, utilities, food for my community but not for myself, needing support for mental
health.”*“Rent and utilities, missing income.”
*
“I have been working really hard to cover basic needs, forced to choose between my
bare minimums and art supplies, diverted funds, needing mental health support, not
having safe space where I would go for inspiration as an artist - COVID safe space for
artists to create.”
*
“Mental health is really struggling.”
*
“Rent, utilities, groceries, insurance.”
*
“Rent, food insecurity. Those were the big 2.”

Another question needing expanded response:
What support do you need to continue to produce your art?
The needs most identified were:
Financial assistance
Affordable rental space
Support and promoting artists and their work
Grant writing training and/or support with writing grants
Technical support from setting up a business, using technology
Support for differently-abled folx
Assistance for making physical spaces more accessible for all: ramps, etc.
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In THeir own words

PROFESSIONAL NEEDS

“ IT (technology staff) and my website are areas needing some assistance. Having
someone who already has that knowledge will be helpful because it’s a big area and
doesn’t excite me. Finance and business management training is needed too. I took a
course on QuickBooks to understand and it has been crucial in being able to apply for
other grants because some orgs want to know your past years’ finances . (Another
need) is a workspace out away from home, but seems quite expensive. And when I
looked there wasn’t the community (feel). It was not a space that felt comfortable, only
white presenting people, and I didn’t get a warm vibe, so just decided to stay at
home.”
*
“Free workshops, maybe on IT, website development, and social media use for artists.
Maybe on the business side of art, if they were able to give online workshops for free.
And maybe, if there were not project grants or there was short term, three month
funding to create art, that would be great. Also, money to help survive to produce art,
rather than take away time from generating art to generate money and other
resources.”
*
“I need help with growing my business. I have currently an LLC, and I need to start
learning how to hire people as employees, not as independent contractors. I’m
needing to hire people to help me create my art, but there's an issue there with
independent contractors vs. employees because of unemployment issues. Because I
don’t know how to do payroll, that’s what would be helpful. I need to figure out ways
to fund and to create some art that I am already in the process of making because of
COVID and to pay for a crew. Want to have a steady employee working for me. I need
help with that - how to get them insurance, stuff like that - growing a business.”
*
“Help to understand taxes because there are tax write-offs that artists are unaware
of.”
*
“Would like something not specifically focused on one project that needs to produce
results. Maybe it could be more open-ended for short term support to work and
produce where it wasn’t so linked to a very specific end result. That could be really
helpful. Access to unrestricted funds and maybe just basically paying you for your time
to do art without having a specific goal in mind.”
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In THeir own words

PROFESSIONAL NEEDS

“Proposing funding to help artists on a weekly basis to work so they don’t have to get
another job. Paying for your time and materials basically - proposing a three month
period, not sure about restrictions, and if you can get funded on a two week basis like
a paycheck, and maybe someone you check in with how you are spending your time
and what you are doing, or maybe open-ended.”
*
“Six month period of (financial support) would be a good time span.”
*
“COVID has collapsed exhibition opportunities. Everything is being closed and
canceled. Virtual exhibits don’t quite cut it. I need opportunities to be tangible. The
cost of making work has gone up significantly - everything costs more. Supplies and
people to work with are getting hard to find.”
*
“It would be fantastic if RACC could provide a platform of collectivity and provided
space for artists to come together. Using performing arts resources (since those are
not happening) to fund artists coming together. I don’t need to be the one who finds
all of the BIPOC artists - that could be something RACC does.”
*
“Supporting live spaces to connect with audiences outside of the virtual platform in a
safe way. Supporting technological resources for artists. Compensation for collective
work - performances, mentorship.”
*
“COVID safe space, sustainable ink and materials, board room with wifi, paper,
supplies for art, mentorship program.”
*
“Being able to take classes online. Some are charging for classes and I have to pay for
interpreters.”
*
“Client connections - networking with people who have resources and opportunities don't have any natural support for that. My studio is not ADA accessible - do not have
the funds to fix that. If I were to screen a movie I couldn't do it at my studio.”
*
“Needing a space to go online. Some artists do not have access to technology computers, extra screens, professional Zoom accounts. Workshops for people who
have not used tech, being able to use grants to offset costs of materials for supplies.
RACC can be resources for artists to upgrade what is needed at the moment (ex:
connecting artist to people who can make spaces accessible), BIPOC directory."
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In THeir own words

PROFESSIONAL NEEDS

“Wish RACC did marketing for its artists. If I tag them on social media I hope that they
would spread the word, and be more proactive in spreading the word in projects they
fund.”
*
“COVID has made it obvious that we need more accessibility for artists to show work,
translation services for art, networking particularly for BIPOC artists. I feel strongly
about databases and directories of artists. Someone needs to be paid to maintain it,
and artists need to be able to access it for free.”
*
“Need administrative support for everything we have to fill out. This takes away from
art we are creating. Administrative support to do office type stuff that we don’t have
time for, or brain space or physical space to do sometimes.”
*
“When I first moved to Portland RACC would have different seminars for free.
Marketing, artists’ websites, arts administration and business aspect of it. Hope those
workshops come back again.”
*
“Professional Zoom accounts. Access to covered top outdoor spaces, rental studios
with technology, music, camera equipment etc. with max rental fees of $25-$30 an
hour.”
*
“Artists need acknowledgement that other artists are going through exactly what they
are going through and (still) moving forward. Art exhibitions are still happening. It
builds hope, allows them (other artists) to move forward and have inspiration to get in
the studio.”

Can you see yourself participating in this organization (RACC) to create more access? If so,
how? (board service, employment, grants review committee...)
There was an overwhelmingly positive and creative response to being willing to support RACC in
creating access for BIPOC artists. Some of the ways the artists see themselves as supporting is
as:
Mentors
Community liaisons
Facilitating culturally specific community gatherings
Board member positions
Employment with RACC Grant review or advisory committees
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In THeir own words
RACC PARTICIPATION

“Mentoring younger people, even just pointing out the resources that RACC has
available, even if not specifically toward BIPOC individuals. Having gone through the
grant process I have helped friends apply. One way I could see myself participating is
like a mentorship for other artists via RACC.”
*
“A mentor, if that's what’s needed. Building relationships is needed. Here in this region
you don't see a body of artists of color that is as united as they could be. Each is doing
their own little bit. There’s a competitive nature here and less willingness to share info.
In other places they are willing to say ‘yeah, here are resources, go for it.. I can only
speak from a Black perspective. Black people here in Portland have been cut off from
access. We have to put more into outreach to reach those targeted groups.”*“It can
be isolating living in Portland being POC in general, but one thing RACC could do is
bring artists of color together more often to form a community.”
*
“Yes to a Board position, but I am already spread so thin that there would need to be
financial compensation, not as a volunteer. And as women, there’s often not a value on
our time or experience, and stepping out of that as a bilingual immigrant, I would do
(board service), but not for free.”
*
“I did get a grant last year for a project this year. Applied five or six times and got
funding twice. As an artist I expect to not get funding 90% of the time. I would want to
fix that.”
*
“I guess it would depend on what the support and work is asked of me. I would show
up to support my community. Yes, but I need to spread my time and resources beyond
just RACC.”
*
“I would go back to Arts Spark. Valuable for me in connecting to other artists. Having a
paid position to guarantee that continues."
*
“Something similar to what you’re doing now (focus group). Our community doesn’t
have a robust critical lens outlet. There is a tremendous opportunity for artists to
create goal posts. Create a publication that is like the New York Review of Books.
Creating ways to seed future opportunities for our community.”
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In THeir own words
RACC PARTICIPATION

“I could see myself participating in mentorship, bringing people together who are in
silos.”
*
“As a RACC Board member, opening up RACC coffers to making money available to
various grant funds and expanding them. Right now it seems like such a small amount
of money is being used for grants. Instead of just 5-7% (RACC resources) used that
way, more money can come out. Upwards to 50% of money can come out at this time.
This is THE crisis. This is the rainy day and it is time for funding groups like RACC to
understand this and say, ‘y’all 5% is not enough.’ You can open up the spigot and help
more people and actively push for it in a real way. We need a member of that Board
and other boards around to communicate this message.”
*
“I see 100 community engagers divided into three counties whose culture and race are
specific to those communities, and whose only job is to go out and use every resource
possible to find hidden gems.”
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CONCLUSION
Overall Perspectives

These focus groups provided an essential opportunity. The process was engaging, and a
productive way to gain valuable insights from the perspectives of BIPOC artists on RACC. Of
everyone who participated, the majority had done the “What’s Next?” survey that RACC sent
out recently. Please note that the feedback reflects the perspectives of only 27 artists which
means many voices were not part of the process. These focus groups were conducted with a
racial equity lens, focusing on BIPOC artists. Other intersecting identities that BIPOC artists
hold were not the focus, yet can also create barriers. For example, this very small sample only
included a single identified, differently-abled artist. Specific racial categories were only
represented by a few members, and while folx were asked to share their pronouns, there was
not a gender identity focus.
There were also other challenges that allowed for deeper discussion. Some artists were
suspicious of the process, yet they were also grateful. For the most part, they shared openly
their perspectives about their current and future needs, about who RACC is as an
organization, and what is needed to support BIPOC artists at this moment.
Some folx were frustrated by the term BIPOC. There was a concern that with either BIPOC
labeling or Black-identified grouping, an inherent assumption gets made that everyone is
having the same experience and/or challenges. Clearly this is not the case. The recognition
that there is individual success based on various reasons does not change the fact that as
individual BIPOC artists, they are also part of a marginalized group where access is not
granted to everyone, but to a lucky few. This is how white supremacy functions.
For example, when President Obama got elected, there was a belief that we were now a postracial society. And again, we know that this is not the truth, but instead, is the struggle
between individual success and collective access. In the case for BIPOC artists, some of the
participants are individual, seasoned, and accomplished artists, but recognize the strong need
to provide more support for BIPOC artists as a whole.
Frustration also occurred when a participant shared from a perceived place of privilege and
spoke of having easier access to RACC’s resources, and knowing ways to navigate the system
that was not available to other BIPOC folx, begging the question: why is that? This highlighted
a dynamic that access is based on having connections within RACC.
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CONCLUSION
Overall Perspectives

One powerful, unintended outcome invigorated the artists' connections with each other.
Participants felt a sense of community during the group process. Some were happy to see
each other; others expressed how great it was to get to know new folx, and to have the
opportunity for this type of connection. Many reflected that more spaces to discuss concerns,
share resources, as well as to celebrate each other’s accomplishments are needed. Also, they
expressed the importance in having opportunities to support each other and highlighted the
need to have a collective BIPOC experience.
Participants pointed out the need for mental health supports, especially during the isolation of
COVID times. Not being able to create, perform, or exhibit their art, for the most part,
resulting in the loss of income, has also had a negative impact on their mental health and their
families’ well-being. And the impact is even greater for artists who are parents. Further, artists
were transparent with how stressful it is to navigate transferring their art to an online platform,
or if that was even possible. These issues and many more lead to compounded stress with few
outlets to release it.
There was a sense of vulnerability when asked about immediate needs in this group setting
because there was no anonymity. Most everyone on the call reported that they had their
immediate needs met, yet many were aware that this was not the truth for all artists. Again,
only having a small sample of 27 artists represented meant that many needs and issues were
not highlighted, and folx with the most vulnerable, immediate needs were not present.
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CONCLUSION
RECOMMENDATIONS

To be clear, I was not contracted to give feedback on RACC as an organization, nor base these
recommendations on my knowledge of the institution itself. These recommendations emerged
from the focus group process, which unearthed artists’ perspectives and participants’
knowledge from their interactions with RACC. Recommendations outlined below are based
solely on feedback from the artists who participated in these sessions.
These can be viewed as a combination of short term and long term suggestions.
Implementing some of these can show immediate response to the BIPOC artist community,
while other recommendations will take a bit longer to implement for more lasting change. I
would advise that building connections with the BIPOC community is relational and should be
grounded in the intention of building relationships that support the growth of BIPOC artists.
Institutionalize multiple culturally specific advisory groups (with compensation), such as all
Black, all Latinx, all differently-abled, etc.
Create culturally specific hubs and community-building spaces, where artists can find
support, network, and build and strengthen relationships with each other and feel less
isolation (i.e., similar to ArtSpark)
Focus attention and resources outside of Multnomah County
Conduct outreach through culturally specific ambassadors, and other culturally specific
ways, utilizing members of those culturally specific groups
Offer paid mentorship opportunities to emerging artists, utilizing the expertise of current
BIPOC artists as mentors
Diversify RACC’s Board and designate seats for abled-bodied and differently-abled BIPOC
artists with compensation
Provide more accessibility and resources to differently-abled artists
Facilitate more direct connection between board and artists
Allocate a funding stream and create a pay structure for BIPOC involvement in order to
create a more inclusive organization
Make the grant application process more accessible, streamline application itself, limit
details requested, offer grant writing support and advice, and create transparency about
the technical assistance and services offered during the application process
Re-structure grant funding to be more flexible, accessible, longer term, and aligned with
project completion and create a new system of accountability, placing power and trust in
the hands of the artists (*Artists struggle to complete projects because they run out of
funds midway since the grant balance is awarded at the end of projects.)
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CONCLUSION
RECOMMENDATIONS

Create affordable studio and exhibit space, including virtual spaces
Offer technology support to bring artists’ work online
Fund assistance - administrative and building/maintaining a business
Build and maintain a registry/directory of artists, made free to artists
Create a grants committee that is reflective of the diversity of grant applicants
Diversify who receives grants, ensuring various art media are reflected in grant awards
Compensate artists for doing their art so that they can do the art they choose and not
tailor it specifically to the needs of a grant project (Consider a salary for artists.)
Make shifts toward culture change, including implementing a culturally-responsive equity
plan with an analysis focused on race, class, and ability. Dedicate resources for a consultant
to assess RACC’s strategy, policies, and procedures utilizing a racial equity lens. Ensure
the plan has strategies in place for BIPOC and differently-abled artists.
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CONCLUSION
I appreciate the opportunity to have conducted these BIPOC focus groups and learned a
tremendous amount about BIPOC artists in this region. I felt honored that the folx who
participated felt a sense of trust, enough to push back, as well as to answer my questions from
a real and vulnerable place. There was a genuine feeling of connection and appreciation from
the artists towards each other. The artists overall felt that it was a great first step from RACC
to bring BIPOC artists together in an effort to provide the services that will support them with
growing and thriving.
Overwhelmingly, the BIPOC artists see RACC as a valuable organization that can definitely
represent their needs and elevate their artistic expressions. They noted that RACC is
demonstrating a willingness by offering the focus groups to learn what is necessary to meet
the needs of BIPOC artists. Many were enthusiastic about a role for themselves within RACC
to bring about support and access for BIPOC artists. This role should include compensation
for their expertise, cultural connections, and time.
The BIPOC artists who participated hope that RACC takes action based on the feedback and
recommendations given. It is important that RACC does the necessary outreach and includes
the voices of BIPOC artists most impacted by the lack of access to resources. Only then can
RACC develop a holistic strategy to become a responsive organization that is meeting the
needs of the BIPOC artist community. Anything short of including those mostly directly
impacted becomes performative in nature.
These recommendations were based on actions that can be taken in the short term and also
implemented as long term strategic changes. RACC’s commitment to implementing these
changes will have a direct and positive impact on the overall cultural landscape in the region.
Honoring the artists and their art by providing them with equitable access to resources and
essential tools, based on their differentiated needs, will contribute to a growing and thriving
BIPOC artist community in this region, realizing RACC’s mission and vision.
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